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Abstract— The rapid development of the Internet and the
emergence of computing technologies like grid or cloud
computing have enabled a novel trend of purchasing and
consuming Information Technology services. These services are
offered at different prices using various pricing schemes and
techniques. End users will favor the service provider offering
the best quality with the lowest price. Therefore, applying a fair
pricing model will attract more customers and achieve higher
revenues for service providers. This work focuses on a novel
static/dynamic pricing model which is able to satisfy advance
users requirements based on normal fixed price model. This
paper considers many factors that affect pricing and user
satisfaction, such as fairness, QoS, SLA, and more, by
highlighting their importance in recent markets and propose a
flexible model which tries to utilize all resources to the highest
capacity and offers low prices for underutilized resources. The
simulated results show the appropriateness of new pricing
model for sharing of computing resources, where providers
want to have more customers as a managerial decision and even
more income in total.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet and the emergence
of computing technologies like grid or cloud computing have
enabled a novel trend of purchasing and consuming
Information Technology (IT) services [1]. Network-based
computing has brought new opportunities to the Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) industry allowing
businesses to outsource their IT facilities to providers and
avoid expensive upfront investments of establishing their
own infrastructure and consequent costs of maintenance and
upgrades [2]. By means of computer services, customers can
access all their required capabilities (i.e., computational resources, data, and applications) over the Internet and
Intranets, use what they need, and pay for what they use
without being concerned with the underlying infrastructure.
As a result, customers experience the comfort of traditional
utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony.
Advantages such as a utility model in addition to
accessibility, scalability, and ease of management have
created an industry-wide shift towards computing solutions
like cloud computing.
According to a forecast from International Data
Corporation (IDC), the worldwide spending on such services

like public cloud services is expected to surpass $107
billion in 2017. Among different forms of delivering
resources, IDC recognize such models as one of the fastest
growing categories with compound annual growth rate of
27.2%. IaaS is a promising solution for enabling on-demand
access to an elastic pool of configurable and virtual
computational services (e.g., computing power, storage, and
networks) in a pay-as-you-go manner. Service provider owns
the data center(s) and all the required equipment and is
responsible for hosting, running, and maintaining them.
Providers offer computational services in different forms
such as Virtual Machine (VM) instances with specific
resource characteristics such as computing power, memory,
and disk along with operating system type and installed
applications. Amazon EC2, Windows Azure [3], Rackspace,
Google Compute Engine [4] and GoGrid are examples of
commercial cloud offerings. The same structure is used in
other types of services like ISPs who provide Internet
services.
This work focuses on the profit maximization problem
of computer resource and service providers. We investigate
different market and economics-inspired mechanisms such as
resource management, future markets, revenue management,
and mechanism design to address the providers’ profit
maximization problem as shown in Figure 1. Our proposed
techniques are developed for two main different scenarios: 1)
when the provider acts exclusively using their in- house
resources to serve customers and 2) when it participates in a
federation and benefits from outsourcing requests The
remaining parts of this chapter detail the need for provider
profit maximization and discuss the research problems,
contributions, and organization of the thesis.

Fig. 1.

Computer Resources Pricing Models
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II. BACKGROUND
Computer resource service has been coined as an umbrella
term to describe anything that involves delivering of
computing/networking services over the world. An
important aim of such services is to provide on-demand
access to computational resources on remote-access basis
similar to the way in which we obtain services from public
utility services such as water, electricity, gas and telephony
[5]. Especially Cloud Computing is the last technology that
provide such ability and serve many services [6]. Such
services were initially offered by commercial providers such
as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft and over the years,
several technologies such as Virtualization, Grid computing,
and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) significantly
contributed to make cloud computing viable [7].
Cloud computing, also known as cloud, refers to both the
applications delivered as services over the Internet and the
hardware and software in the data centers that provide those
services [8]. Essentially, there are two main stakeholders in
this environment, which are the Providers (service
producers) and Customers (service consumers or clients).
Customers can be either software/application/network
service providers who have their own service consumers or
end users (e.g., organization or businesses) who use these
services directly. A provider is a company or vendor that
offers economically efficient services using the hardware,
software and/or network resources provisioned from other
providers or supplied from within its own data centers. When
services are available to the public, it is called public service
provider and when belongs to a business or an organization,
not made available to the public, it is called private/internal
service provider. In Cloud Computing there are three main
types of service models usually offered by providers which
is also known as cloud service stack [9]– [11].
The computer resource market paradigm has introduced new
performance metric which is cost. This has shifted a
traditional distributed system into a two-party computation,
providers and customers, with pricing and cost as the bridge
[12]. There is a large body of research devoted to minimizing
cost for customers using computing services, however,
relatively less work has been done on the provider’s side to
maximize revenue and reduce cost of service production. In
this thesis, we study market and economics-inspired
mechanisms to maximize providers’ revenue [13].
Therefore, this chapter is devoted to review the related
literature and to position the thesis.
When providers understand how much it costs to provide the
service, how much competitors are charging for the same
service, and how customers perceive the value of services, it
is time to figure out what type of pricing model they should
utilize [14]. The most commonly used pricing models in
markets, especially in infrastructure as-a-service cloud
marketplaces, are usage-based, subscription-based, and
demand-oriented pricing models (Figure 2).
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Usage-based pricing model: Basically, resource providers
can be defined as delivery of on-demand access to computing
services on a pay-as-you-go basis in cloud service providers.
In the usage- based pricing model, providers often charge for
services only on a fixed-rate basis. Fixed rate pricing is a
relatively simple model and most often requires easily
controllable cost-plus pricing strategy. There is a large body
of literature on cost analysis of running applications
considering the usage-based pricing model in clouds [12],
[15], [16].

Usage-based

Pricing Models

Subscription-based

Demand-oriented
Fig. 2.
Common pricing models in computer resource
environments

A related work by Sharma et al. [17] developed a resource
pricing model that uses financial option model to give a
lower bound on the prices and compounded-Moores law
taking into account the metrics such as initial investment,
rate of depreciation, and age of resource to give a upper
bound on prices for what they call compute commodities.
Subscription-based pricing model: is a pricing model that
allows customers to pay a subscription fee to use the service
for a particular time period. For example, in the case of
GoGrid, to use its prepaid plan, customers pay a subscription
fee to reserve VM instances for monthly or annual contracts
and after which the usage is free for the contract period. In
Amazon Web Services [18], the customer pays an upfront
reservation fee to reserve an instance for a one or three year
term and usage-based rate for that instance is heavily
discounted.
Niu et al. [19] propose a guaranteed service model for
bandwidth reservation, where each customer does not require
to estimate the absolute amount of bandwidth, he/she needs
to reserve. Their objective is to determine the optimal policy
for pricing bandwidth reservations in the presence of demand
uncertainty such that the social welfare is maximized, that is,
the sum of the expected profits for all customers and the
provider is maximized.
Meinl et al. [20] discuss the application of reservation
systems in resource provider environments and point out the
benefits for vendors as well as their customers. The authors
analyzed the application of derivative pricing techniques and
yield management to create a model that can be utilized in
real world systems.
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Mohammadi et al. [21] propose a novel reservation
mechanism to protect both providers and customers from the
cost overhead of over-provisioning resources. In their
reservation mechanism, consumers can communicate their
workload forecasts as a pre- reservation and then claim the
pre- reserved resources if the need actually arises for the
softly reserved resources in future. Pre- reservations capture
the estimated number of resources that will be required by a
customer at a given future point of time as well as the
probability of actually needing these resources. The
proposed approach encompasses mechanisms to exploit the
required information to be exchanged between the provider
and the customer in a way that it leverages benefits of both
providers and customers.

pricing scheme for queries executed in the cloud cache. They
also discuss qualitative aspects of the solution that allows the
consideration of customer satisfaction together with cloud
provider profit maximization.

Similarly, Lu et al. [22] provide a solution for the resource
reservation problem in IaaS providers with limited resource
capacity. Their proposed method investigates the feasibility
of each submitted reservation request and if the provider is
not able to accept the request, an alternative way of
accommodating the request with backward or forward
shifting in time is suggested. They utilize computational
geometry to tackle the problem.

As the importance of dynamic pricing in resource pricing has
been recognized by the literature [12], [26], [27], we devote
the next section to discussing and reviewing dynamic pricing
related work.

Wang et al. [23] study the resource reservation management
issues inside cloud environments. They propose an adaptive
resource reservation approach by selectively accepting
reservation requests. The decision is made to maximize the
provider revenue while it ensures the quality of service (QoS)
for transactional applications.
Demand-oriented pricing model: Demand-oriented pricing
model is the process of establishing a price for a service
based on the level of demand. The service price is changed
according to its demand in a way that when the demand is
high the price goes up and when it is low the price goes down.
Among all pricing models discussed here, this is the least
common pricing model at real- world marketplaces;
however, it has received the highest attention from
researchers in academia due to its complexities. Amazon is
one of the IaaS cloud providers that publicly offers a
demand- oriented pricing model for selling IaaS resources.
The resources are called spot instances and are sold
according to a dynamic pricing model that varies the price of
instances in real-time based on supply and demand according
to Amazon’s claim.
A relevant study has done by Niyato et al. [24] where they
present an economic analysis of the resource market. Three
types of resource market between private customers and
service providers have been considered, i.e., monopoly,
competitive, and cooperative oligopoly. Repeated game
model has been used to analyze the cooperation behavior of
the providers to reach efficient and fair profit.
Kantere et al. [25] presented an optimal pricing method
achieved through the dynamic pricing for a caching service
offered by the service provider. They propose a novel pricedemand model designed for a cloud cache and a dynamic

A dynamic pricing scheme suitable for federated cloud
environments with rational and self- interested parties where
resource demand and supply fluctuate as customers join and
leave the system has been proposed by Mihailescu and Teo
[26]. They compare the performance of their proposed
strategy-proof dynamic pricing model with fixed-rate usagebased pricing using simulations, and show that customer
welfare and the percent- age of successful requests are
increased when their dynamic pricing model is applied.

Additionally, dynamic pricing helps providers in moreeffective resource management and capacity planning. By
ensuring that prices match the market conditions, fully
flexible dynamic pricing mechanisms also empowers
customers to manage their cost efficiently. However, this
dynamism of prices makes providers’ pricing decisions and
customers’ budget planning further challenging. This can be
the main reason that currently fewer number of providers are
offering dynamic pricing models. Nonetheless, as
competition among providers in cloud computing
marketplace for example, grows and more complex pricing
models appear, dynamic pricing models would gain more
popularity and approval gradually.
In general, dynamic pricing can be determined by a provider
revenue maximization problem in a monopoly market, or by
a social welfare maximization problem in a competitive
market with multiple providers [28]. Mihailescu and Teo
[26] present dynamic pricing scheme for a cloud
environment aiming at maximizing individual participants’
welfare in the IaaS cloud market with large number of
providers and customers. Similarly, Hassan et al. [29] study
the design of theoretical game models using a price-based
resource allocation strategy among the IaaS cloud providers
in a federated cloud environment. They develop cooperative
and non-cooperative games and examine the social welfare
maximization under each game model. Menache et al. [30]
use pricing as a means to maximize the social welfare in
cloud environments. They show that the socially optimal
operating point is unique, and can be induced by a per-unit
pricing model with the same price to all customers.
One of the main techniques used in the literature to maximize
providers’ revenue is dynamic pricing. Xu and Li [27]
present an infinite horizon stochastic dynamic program to
maximize the cloud provider’s revenue with stochastic
demand arrivals and departures. They rely on dynamic
pricing as the main technique to maximize revenue. The
problem of revenue maximization with dynamically
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allocating resources to spot markets has been investigated by
Zhang et al. [31]. Supply adjustment and dynamic pricing are
used as a means to maximize revenue and meet customer
demand. Wang et al. [32] propose an optimal mechanism for
a dynamic pricing in spot market based on the uniform price
auction. The problem of optimal capacity segmentation
between requests form usage-based market and dynamic
pricing market has been also formulated and addressed. In
order to maximize the provider’s revenue, a dynamic pricing
model based on genetic algorithms has been proposed by
Mac´ıas and Guitart [33]. The proposed method has been
compared with demand-oriented pricing model proposed in
previous works from the same authors. In the context of
pricing, we propose a strategy-proof dynamic pricing
mechanism for allocating dedicated resources with multiple
resource types. We assume a Standalone computer resource
market where rational users cannot provide (=Sell) but they
can utilize resources (=Buy). Rational users represent either
an individual or an organization. Interoperability provides
the buyers with uniformity and elasticity.
On the other side some service providers use fixed static
pricing method with fixed plans. They provide services with
some simple pricing metrics and users are not able to choose
what they really need. The managerial side of this story is
somehow different. Although all service providers like to
have more revenue but there are some commercial tricks
which are not understandable by most of the proposed
pricing methods. There are some issues:
•
It is not acceptable to power off a resource which is
available in an environment since the company has spent
money on that resource and would like to make money on
that. (Power Efficiency is not the only side of this story and
the revenue model should be discussed too. That means NonStorable Resources during time.)
•
Having more customers during the long lasting
period of time is much more important than income,
sometimes. There are many companies who are advertising
and they spend money to achieve a better situation in public
and build a good vision in the mind of professionals. Then, it
is not true only to think about revenue maximization in our
optimizations as there are some commercial vision and rules
in business.
•
Rejecting a customer’s request is not as easy as
returning a FALSE value in a function. It has many side
effects on business when someone leaves your order process.
Assume that going to create a Gmail account results: “We do
not provide any email account now, please try again later”.
No one will return again, Would you?
Our proposed method is going to achieve these important
characteristics:
•
The main goal of the method is to sell our available
resources as much as possible. Not only CPU but also
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Memory and Storage (Our Assumptions are these three
resource types).
•
We do not want to lose a customer when we have
available resources but we really like to sell the available
resources to those customers whose requests are more
compatible to the available resources scales (Not to have
Injured Resources). In such a situation we will use prediction
based on the history of provider which will be a good issue
of future discussions.
•
While it is very important not to reject new
customers because of their dissatisfaction, also it would be
useful to offer some discounts as a satisfactory feature. We
would like to sell normal plans in normal cases and we would
like to give discounts to people who could utilize our unused
resources in unbalanced scale. Example: When in one slice
of time available resources are 2 CPU Cores + 3GB Memory
+ 20GB Storage , it would be much more acceptable to sell
it as one VM instead of selling two VMs each unit 1 CPU
Cores + 1GB Memory + 10GB Storage, which will cause
1GB of wasted memory.
In probability theory, the normal (or Gaussian) distribution
is a very common continuous probability distribution.
Normal distributions are important in statistics and are often
used in the natural and social sciences to represent realvalued random variables whose distributions are not known.
Requests Count
3500
Business
256/256Kbps

3000
2500

Business
512/Kbps
22G
12M, 2962

2000
1500
1000
Business
500

0

64/64K
bps 12G
6M,
1 0

2

Business
128/128Kbp
s
12G 6M,
3
4

5

Economy
1024Kbps
1M,
1108
Business
2048Kbps
11G

-500

Fig. 3.

The arrival request of an Internet Service

Provider

The normal distribution is useful because of the central limit
theorem. In its most general form, under some conditions
(which include finite variance), it states that averages of
random variables independently drawn from independent
distributions converge in distribution to the normal, that is,
become normally distributed when the number of random
variables is sufficiently large. A random variable with a
Gaussian distribution is said to be normally distributed and
is called a normal deviate. In this work we use the Normal
distribution to model the requested plans customers do agree
on the arrival. To be sure that this is the best choice of the
model we accessed one of the most famous ISP companies
in the city and analyzed the customers invoices to see if the
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strategy is correct or not. The result is shown in the following
figure 3.

results is reported. We explain the workload setup details in
the following subsection.
• Average user welfare (Discounts)

III. ENVIRONMENTS
The experiments presented in this section were developed
using EasySim discrete-event simulator. The simulated
scenario is composed of computer resource providers. The
number of servers is one of the simulation parameters, and
we evaluate the effect of the policies considering different
numbers of members.
For the simplicity, we assume only six types of service is
offered by providers. The configuration is inspired by a real
company small instances mentioned below in table 1.
Adding different types to the model can be considered as an
extension of the current work.
Table 1.

Default Plans of a Real Company
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• Number of successful requests, for buyers
• Number of allocated resources, for sellers.
The eco-system has three phases in operation:
•
Assign Normal Dedicated Plans up to X% of the
system’s bottleneck resource (Which is CPU Cores in our
environment as if we sell only normal plans.)
Assign Priority-Based Dedicated Expert Plans based on
professional usages up to Y% using Multi-Variable
Knapsack or Solving a Linear Model Optimization (as we
did) to see who is more accepted in using the company
resources and give more discount to him (Example: Extra
Large Storage in addition to normal plan for Hadoop usage
or Extra CPU cores in Parallel Computing.)
•
Assign Shared Plans based on remaining resources
up to Z% using IaaS ONE VM to see who is more accepted
in using the company resources and give more discount to
him (We do not have any guarantee on this type of resource.
It is very cheap service in compare with others).

Figure 4 shows that providers follow the pricing of several
companies other than amazon spot price [34] at the time of
experiments. That is, all providers charge their customers
based on monthly usage per on-demand resource. In the case
of spot resource, the provider charges customers based on the
spot price, which fluctuates periodically according to the
minimum bid in the system and resource availability. The
price for each spot is set at the beginning of each period of
time for the entire duration. ($10 ~ Per CPU Core $10 ~ Per
1GB of Memory $0.25 ~ Per 1GB of Storage)

Note: X, Y and Z, are three managerial parameters set on the
system to apply the managerial decisions (Here the
assumption is: 75/20/5). One may place 0 in each. Like what
current companies can be modelled as 100/0/0.
//The Allocation Function

Arrival Request (P,RC, RR, RS,…)
{
if(Check Total()<X)

//Cheking Remaining
Resources in

{

Total Cloud Environment
in Cycle
#1

Assign if Req ∈ LPModel(RC,
RR, RS,…)

//Finding Best Selling
Option

}
Else if(MonitorTotal()<Y)

Else if(MonitorTotal()<Y)
// Cheking Remaining Resour

{

{

Total Cloud Environment in C
#2

Fig. 4.

Same Pricing on Many Accessed Providers

Each simulated data center contains 100 servers, and each
server supports 24 Separate CPU Cores
+ 24GB Memory + 2TB Storage. So, each provider is able to
concurrently host 2400 plan I VM. We assumed that
operational costs are constant and the same for all the
providers, so they are not considered in the experiment. For
accuracy, each experiment is tried to be carried out several
times by using different workloads and the average of the

If(P ∈ PriorityPlans )

If(P ∈ PriorityPlans )

Assign if Req ∈ LPModel(RC, RR, Assign if Req ∈ LPModel
RS,…)

(RC, RR, RS,…)

}

}

ELSE

ELSE

Negotiation on Shared Assignment

Negotiation on Shared Assignment

}

}

// No More Space, Only Cycle
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RC, RR, RS, Requested Resources, CPU, RAM, Storage, …
P: Requested Plan
IBM CPlex will solve this program with such a model code:
Maximize (Maximizing the revenue based on number of sold
packages multiply with price of each)
obj: 18.75 x1 + 37.5 x2 + 75 x3 + 130 x4 + 255 x5 + 450 x6
+ 570 x7 + 980 x8
Subject To (Summation of each resource – c1: CPU, c2:
Memory, c3: Storage) c1: x1 + 2 x2 + 4 x3 + 6 x4 + 9 x5 +
12 x6 + 16 x7+ 24x8 <= 2400
c2: 0.25 x1 +0.5 x2 + 1 x3 + 2 x4 + 4 x5+ 8 x6+ 16 x7 + 24
x8 <= 2400
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which then performs the assignment using the first-comefirst-serve policy and computes the payments in the simplest
way.
The Normal Fixed price method used by our case study with
the default plans take the cloud to waste many resources like
what the simulator exported in figures 5,6 and 7. The total
income with this structure is mentioned here:
•

Total CPU Sold: 2275 Core x $ 10 =22750

•

Total Ram Sold: 1021700 Byte x $ 10/1000
=10217

•

Total Storage Sold: 114175 GB x $ 0.25
=28543.75

•

Total CPU+RAM+Storage= $ 61510.75 /month

c3: 25 x1 + 50 x2 + 100 x3 + 200 x4 + 500 x5 + 1000 x6 +
1000 x7 + 2000 x8 <=
200000
Bounds
0 <= Where all xn End

Fig. 5.

Companies Default Sold Resources

Fig. 6.

Rate of Arrival Request Acceptance

Fig. 7.

Resource Allocation Rates based on Number of

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results presented for profit and utilization are the normalized
values for each metric using the result obtained from the
normal policy as the base value. Since the policy reflects the
situation where providers do not explore capacities of the
total environment, the use of normalized values allows us to
quantify the benefits of high level view policies on each
provider.
To reach these key features we have evaluated the proposed
dynamic pricing scheme both for economic and
computational efficiency. Using simulation, we compare our
pricing scheme with fixed pricing, currently used by many
providers. We implement our framework as an application
built on top of the data from a real service provider
environment as a case study (Because of the commercial
secrecy in cloud sellers, we do not have the permission to
publicly announce their brand name).
For simplicity, we used a centralized market-maker to
compare the efficiencies of the two pricing schemes. A
centralized implementation has the advantage of allowing
the measurement of economic and computational efficiency
with a simple setup for a simulated network. Moreover, the
use of an API-based simulation allows us to address the
scalability issue in our future works and even the real
implementation accordingly. Thus, our simulated
environment contains one market-maker and 100 nodes,
where each node can be checked separately. Order and
Resource check processes are sent to the market-maker node,

Users

The proposed dynamic price method used by our case study
with the default plans for first phase (X=75%) and
Specialists Plans (Y=20% | Total: 95%) take the cloud to a
much worse statistical situation like what the simulator
exported in figure 8,9 and 10 and shows around 23% revenue
decrement. We would make it better in next round. The total
income with this structure is mentioned here:
Iteration 1 (75% Normal):
Total CPU Sold: 1768 Core x $ 10 =17680
Total Ram Sold: 792500 Byte x $ 10/1000 =7925
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Total Storage Sold: 87850 GB x $ 0.25 =21962.5
Total CPU+RAM+Storage= $ 47567.5 /month

Fig. 13.
Fig. 8.

Companies Sold Resources with Limitation

Resource Allocation Rates based on Number of

Users

Last Iteration (5% Shared):
Total CPU Sold: 2269.775 Core x $ 10 =22697.75
Total Ram Sold: 2155340 Byte x $ 10/1000
=21553.4
Fig. 9.

Rate of Arrival Request Acceptance

Total Storage Sold: 189445 GB x $ 0.25 =47361.25
Total CPU+RAM+Storage= $ 91612.4 /month

Fig. 10.

Resource Allocation Rates based on Number of

Users

Fig. 14.

Iteration 2 (20% Advanced Plans)
•

Total CPU Sold: 2220.875 Core x $ 10 =22208.75

•

Total Ram Sold: 2083100 Byte x $ 10/1000 =20831

•

Total Storage Sold: 185525 GB x $ 0.25 =46381.25

•

Total CPU+RAM+Storage= $ 89421 /month.

Fig. 11.

Companies Sold Resources with Limitation in

Cycle #3

Fig. 15.

Rate of Arrival Request Acceptance

Fig. 16.

Resource Allocation Rates based on Number of

Companies Sold Resources with Limitation in

Cycle #2

Fig. 12.

Rate of Arrival Request Acceptance

Users

Total revenue shows 49% of increase in selling services and
more than 100% increase in number of customers.
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V. CONCLUSION
Using our policies, we evaluated the impact of different
parameters such as ratio of shared services to the total
number of services, percentage of persistent services,
number of providers, and provider’s load on various
performance metrics such as profit, utilization, and rejection
rate. Results demonstrated that our policies help providers to
increase profit and to reject fewer requests, while keeping
utilization at an acceptable level. Experimental results also
allowed us to derive some guidelines for providers. For
example, running on-demand requests locally is more
profitable if ratio of requests to total number of shared
resources is high and termination of old services may lead to
less discontinuation of the service consumption. Moreover,
outsourcing is more profitable when services are scarce and
termination may result in discontinuation of the service
consumption. Experimental results showed that financial
option-based contracts between providers would help them
to exploit the underutilized reserved capacity without any
concern to acquire the needed resources at any given time.
Using our model, the provider can increase the profit while
keeping the rejection rate of reserved requests at a negligible
level. The model therefore, contributes to obtaining a trust
and goodwill from the provider’s client base. Computer
resources and computing has evolved as a key IT platform
that aims at providing computing resources for hosting
applications as a utility. Market and economics-inspired
mechanisms explored in this paper will enable providers to
increase their return on investment while they honor QoS
requirements of customer applications. Research similar to
what has been done in this paper, therefore, becomes more
important in driving further innovation and development in
cloud computing.
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